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2 BED BEACHFRONT CONDO – OCEAN ONE 404

Christ Church, Barbados

Introducing Oceans One Unit 404: A Luxurious Beachfront CondoExperience the epitome of coastal living

with Oceans One Unit 404, an exquisite two-bedroom beachfront condo nestled in the heart of Barbados’s

picturesque southern coastline. Situated in the esteemed Oceans One complex, this property offers

unparalleled comfort, convenience, and investment potential.Located on the fourth floor of the Oceans One

complex, Unit 404 boasts breathtaking panoramic views of the pristine beachfront and the azure expanse of

the Caribbean Sea. The mesmerizing vistas serve as a daily reminder of the unparalleled beauty of

Barbados’s coastline, making every moment a true delight.Step inside this elegant condo to discover a

meticulously designed interior that seamlessly blends modern contemporary style with Caribbean charm.

The spacious living area exudes warmth and sophistication, providing the perfect setting for relaxation and

entertainment. With two generously sized ensuite bedrooms, comfort and privacy are assured for residents

and guests alike.Beyond the confines of the condo, a world of leisure awaits. Unit 404 includes a ground

floor cabana, offering a private retreat where you can unwind amidst the gentle sea breeze. This space has a

full kitchen, bathroom, and outside patio area perfect for entertaining family and friends. Whether you’re

lounging by the pool, taking a dip in one of the two soaking pools, or strolling through the lush beachfront

garden area, every moment spent outdoors at Oceans One is a tranquil escape into paradise.Oceans One

sets the standard for luxury living with its exceptional amenities. Residents have exclusive access to two

state-of-the-art fitness centers, allowing you to maintain your health and wellness goals without ever

leaving the comfort of home. The private pool provides a refreshing oasis for relaxation and recreation,

while the meticulously landscaped grounds offer a serene backdrop for leisurely strolls and gatherings with

friends and family.With its prime beachfront location, luxurious amenities, and unparalleled views, Oceans

One Unit 404 presents an exceptional investment opportunity for discerning buyers. Whether you’re

seeking a permanent residence, a vacation retreat, or a lucrative rental property, this condo promises both

lifestyle and financial benefits.RNVLFor viewings, more information or to secure this property, please

contact us:* Property ID: 58754* Price: USD$1,350,000* Property Size: 1449 Sq Ft* Land Area: 1700 Sq

Ft* Bedrooms: 2* Bathrooms: 3* Property Status: FOR SALE* Address Maxwell, Barbados* City

Bridgetown, Barbados* State/county Christ Church, Barbados* Country Barbados
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Sale Price: 
$1,350,000 US
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Yes Name: NVEST EstatesTelephone: +1 (246) 2893078

Make Enquiry

Property Type:  Condo/Apartment

Bedrooms:  2

Bathrooms:  3

Listed:  25 Apr 2024
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